





What images do Czech children have concerning geometrical shapes









































































































































































































































































































































































（△：凧， ○：車， 自転車， 電車， □：女の子， 凧， 窓，）
図 12　４歳女児
（△ ： 電車， ○すべて ： 宇宙人，
□ ： プレゼント， サイコロが交互）
図 14　５歳女児
（△ ： スマイル君， テント， 日光浴， テント， 帽子， 帽子
○ ： 顔のある星， スマイル君， スマイル君， スマイル君， 星， 人形
□：顔， 日光浴をしている人， 家， 太陽， スマイル君， スマイル君）
図 11　10 歳女児
（△ ： テント， 家， ○ ： りんご， ひなぎく， 車， 顔， 太陽，
□ ： ビン， 標識， サイコロ， カップ）
図 13　５歳女児
（△ ： 家， 馬， 羊， お父さん馬， 小鳥，
○ ： スマイル君， スマイル君， 仔馬， スマイル君， 仔馬
□ ： 窓， スマイル君， 仔羊， 鳥， 鳥）
図 15　10 歳女児
（△ ： 家， チーズ， 黄， 標識， ピラミッド， 矢印
○ ： ボール， 太陽， 惑星， 顔， 車





















○ ： 男の子， 太陽， 輪， 貝， 窓
□ ： 凧， おばけ， 星， 十字， バディンシェ， 凧）
図 18　３歳男児 （道路）
図 17　４歳男児
 （△ ： 屋根， 屋根， 屋根， 丸い窓， 屋根， 屋根
○ ： 太陽， 太陽， 太陽， 太陽， 太陽， 丸い窓
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　It is widely believed that there is a universal process concerning development of children’s drawings
When we compared the works of Czech children and Japanese children, we found a clear difference in 
motifs between the two groups which according to our observations was influenced by the respective 
environments.　However it can also be concluded that there is a distinct similarity between the Czech 
children’s drawings and the Japanese children’s drawings in the sense that the color image is tied to the 
gender, which was not expected with Czech children.
　During the course of this study, I attempted to determine what images the Czech children draw and 
with what geometrical shapes and colors to create these drawings. I also attempted to determine if the 
drawings made with geometrical shapes and particular colors took influence from the particulare　and 
if the color and the shapes influenced their imagination in any way.67 children between the ages of ３ 
to 10 were used as subjects of this research. The children were given A3 sheets of paper. On the paper 
was printed a triangle ,circle and a square(which represented the geometric shapes) and each shape was 
painted in blue, yellow and pink along with the same pattern for each shape and color, 18 geometrical 
shapes altogether. The children were asked to draw pictures regarding their image of the geometrical 
shape adding lines and dots. When the children felt that the image was complete, they were allowed to 
finish it. The research was done between the years 2010 and 2011. 15.4 % of the total pictures were 
drawn by the images of both shape and color. 10.1% of the total pictures were drawn by image of the 
shape. 1.5% of the total pictures were drawn by image of the color. Therefore it can be concluded that 
there is a tendency to have the shape as a priority. The images drawn by the Czech children in the 
instance of drawing a single shape are the faces， heads and indicators. The images of two or more 
shapes were represented as vehicles such as cars and streetcars. There is a discrepancy among the 
kindergarten children and primary school students regarding the numbers of the objects the children 
tried to draw.  This could be because primary school students are more interested in drawing pictures 
made with geometrical shapes or are more generally interested in drawing itself. There were not any 
particular motifs to these drawings and many of the objects drawn by the students were clear and easy 
to understand as most of them represented everyday objects.
島田由紀子（和洋女子大学人間・社会学系准教授）
（2011年 9 月24日受付）
